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architectural
archaeology
Unearthing the past demands an architect’s finest detective work. In these two award-winning
heritage projects, Peter Crone Architects and Robertson & Hindmarsh demonstrate the sensitive
approach, inventive thinking and deft touch required to reinvigorate historic homes by two iconic
Australian architects from the last century.
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Harold Desbrowe Annear’s

chadwick house
restored by peter crone architects

twenty-five years of renovating properties for
themselves – a couple of Victorian terraces in Carlton, an Edwardian
villa in Fairfield – architect Peter Crone and his wife Jane were intent
upon finally building their own house. There was, however, one p
 roviso
to this agreement, Peter says: “I’d said the only exception would
be if a Robin Boyd or D
 esbrowe Annear house came up. And the
next day this one appeared.”
The house Peter refers to is the Chadwick house, an elegant
Eaglemont home by Melbourne architect Harold Desbrowe Annear.
Built in 1903, the arts and crafts house had endured eight decades of
questionable u
 pdates before Peter and Jane acquired it in 1988. And
thus commenced a 
twenty-year restoration program focused upon
reviving the dwelling with a uthenticity and delicacy.
It is a tale of architectural detective work – of uncovering clues
from the past, of reconstructing finely resolved design elements, of
reinstating the original spirit and amenity of the home. There were
distinct parameters for the project: it was guided by the principles
of the Burra Charter, the house’s inclusion in the City of B
 anyule
Heritage Audit, and its registration with Heritage Victoria and
classification by the National Trust.
Starting with the living room, Peter began stripping away years of
interventions to Annear’s initial design. Fortunately, many of the house’s
original elements were still in evidence – albeit covered up, stashed
away or barely recognizable. The original sequoia p
 anelling, window
brackets, fireplace surround and overmantle had been replaced with
fibrous plaster. Timber fragments located u
 nder the house o
 ffered clues
about the original detailing, which was then recreated with lengths of
sequoia uncovered in an old timber yard. Paint scrapings inside and
out revealed unexpected evidence of a d
 ynamic c olour palette, now
restored – the creamy ochre shade of the exterior render and the s oothing
blue of the upper walls in the living room. In reinstating eighteen of
the original sash windows, Peter used remnant pulleys – part of an
intricate counterweight system – within the roofspace to determine
the correct locations for each window frame. “It was just clue after
clue – f antastic!” Peter says.
Much thought was given to ensuring any contemporary elements did
not detract from the authenticity of the restoration. The new kitchen
and bathroom fitouts, for example, were designed as freestanding
elements that can be upgraded in the future without damaging the
original setting that has been restored around them.
The house is one of three on adjoining sites. Peter is currently planning
the restoration of one of the other houses – Annear’s own home – on
the block above. Designed by Annear at the same time, this house has
a distinct character – and a different set of restoration challenges. “It
hadn’t been wrecked as much as this one. It’s more flamboyant, almost
art nouveau,” Peter adds.
The sensitivity of approach and dedication to recapturing Annear’s
original intent is obvious in much of Peter’s work here, his respect for
the original architect’s craft evidenced in the two decades of oftenintricate detective work. “If I ever get around to building my own
house,” Peter says, “I’d love to include a lot of the feeling of this one,
its openness and enclosure.”

After
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Previous page: Before restoration the house was painted in Tudor-style black and white. Paint scrapings of the exterior revealed an original scheme
comprised of creamy ochre shades that have since been restored. these pages, left: Timber panelling was recreated in sequoia, with details replicated
from salvaged timber sections found under the house. RIGHT: Built in 1903 in Eaglemont, the arts and crafts house is one of three on adjoining sites.
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these pages: The restoration commenced in the living room, reinstating the panelling, fireplace surround, overmantle and soothing blue of the upper walls.
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Walter Burley Griffin’s

cheong house
restored by Robertson & Hindmarsh

It sounds like the stuff of renovation nightmare: “The floors were
all spongy and rotten. All the render was coming off the walls. The roof
had failed – there were plastic sheets hanging from the ceiling to catch
all the water.” But within this sad assembly stood the remnants of an
architectural treasure: a compact but thoughtfully conceived house by
Walter Burley Griffin. Built in 1922, the Cheong house was originally
designed for the Greater Sydney Development A
 ssociation as a model
for suburban development in the Castlecrag area.
Undaunted by the house’s ramshackle state, architect Scott Robertson
of Robertson & Hindmarsh applied his previous experience in r estoring
Griffin houses to reinvigorate the project. Working with the W
 illoughby
Council and the Walter Burley Griffin Society, Scott and client Robin
Phelan drew together a team of specialists – builder Graham Fury,
engineer Hughes Trueman, stonework consultants Jasper Swann
and Anne Higham, and colour expert Edwina Hirst – to tackle the
idiosyncratic project.
Restoring the Cheong house saw Scott play both sleuth and inventor:
the intent was to do as little as possible, but much of the o
 riginal detail
was unknown, and much of what was known was 
beyond 
repair.
“We had a very poor quality photocopy of the working drawings;
we still haven’t found the original ones. The specification had gone,
but we managed to track down specifications in the Willoughby
Local Studies Library for a house G
 riffin had documented at the
same time,” Scott says.
In its original state, the house made use of many of Griffin’s typically
inventive construction techniques. Solid stone walls were sprayed with
bitumen and then rendered. Pivots replaced traditional hinges for
doors and windows. The three-colour painted finishes on the interior
walls employed an elaborate graduated dot technique.
Much of the work involved finding contemporary building methods
to reinstate Griffin’s design intent. “Griffin had this fantastic floor
structure where you have timber boards nailed to timber battens which
are then set in bitumen on a sand bed,” Scott explains. “It’s fantastic to
walk on, but there’s no barrier to termites and moisture.” A new floor
utilizing a c oncrete slab, cypress boards and sand has been installed,
replicating the feel of a Griffin floor, but without the problems of
dampness and insects.
Where possible, the original fabric of the house was conserved.
Some original cabinetry remained in the kitchen. Modern appliances
were installed, with the new elements concealed behind panelled
doors that replicate the remaining joinery. Likewise, the distinctive
doors and windows of the house: “There was only one original door
left in the place, so we used that as a model to create the new ones.
We used photographs to reproduce the windows and replace the
glazing bars,” says Scott.
With work complete on the house proper, there is still more to do.
The next stages involve restoring the suntrap, a roofed terrace added by
Hugh and Eva Buhrich with expansive views to the north. H
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these pages: Though the original stonework remained, the house was in a state of serious disrepair before the conservation project commenced.
It was originally designed in 1922 for the Greater Sydney Development Association as a model for suburban residential development.
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Chadwick house photography by Peter Bennetts (pages 28, 30–31) and Patrick Bingham-Hall (pages 27, 29). Cheong house photography by Christopher Elfes.
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Site plan

opposite: A key part of the project involved replicating the pivot doors and windows with their distinctive glazing bars. this page, above: Doors from
the living and dining room lead to a landscaped garden. Below left: Each room has been restored to its original function. Contemporary conveniences
have been sensitively integrated. Below right: One remaining original door was used as a template for recreating the house’s other doors.
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Q&A light & ceramics

gregory bonasera
Eschewing traditional pottery techniques, Gregory Bonasera crafts elegant porcelain objects using
inventive industrial design processes. He talks to us about his creations that combine neat and natural
geometries – bones, eggs, tree branches and antlers – into forms both beautiful and functional.
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Q&A light & ceramics

How did you get started in design?
My dad, now retired, was a traditional
upholsterer and French polisher who
learned his trade in Egypt where he was
born. In the 1960s and early 70s, he
worked for iconic Australian furniture
company Fler as a prototype developer.
I loved and admired what he did and
my favourite place to play as a child
was in his workshop at home, tinkering
with my own little projects. I was always
encouraged to imagine and draw my
ideas, and these designs were easily
transformed into real objects with
the tools and resources I had at my
disposal, and my dad’s guidance. I still
have a stack of 1960s and 70s design
magazines from Europe that belonged
to him. I coveted these magazines as a
child, and still pull them out for a browse
from time to time.
Your website describes your
approach as more industrial
design than pottery. How does this
influence your creative process?
I use techniques and technology
that are more readily associated with
industrial design – computer-aided
design and manufacturing processes
like those associated more with the
automotive industry than with ceramics.
I haven’t owned or used a potter’s wheel
since the 1980s and I don’t hand build
with clay. These industrial methods of
designing and bringing an object from
concept to reality present their own
18 houses

unique set of technical and aesthetic
possibilities that I really enjoy exploiting
in porcelain. You can’t make a beaker
like Porcelena by any method other
than CAD. My work often has a modular
feel to it – I love repetition; if you design
something that people love and want,
why make only one? Having said that,
I do produce works that are unique
compositions of natural objects such
as bones, sticks and eggs reproduced
in porcelain. These are hybrids of hand
assembly and production, a way of
playing with the medium.
What qualities characterize your
body of work? Is nature a source
of inspiration?
Inspired by natural forms, my work is a
hybrid of the geometric and organic. I’m
fascinated by engineering solutions that
develop as a result of evolution.
I played with these in a body of work
I produced for my solo exhibition titled
“My Garden” at Craft Victoria in 2007.
The title was a metaphor for fertile
ground and a more flexible way for me
to experiment with my methods and my
medium.
You recently exhibited at DesignTide
Tokyo. How does your approach
contrast with Japanese ceramic
traditions?
To me, traditional Japanese ceramics
means the rustic style of Japanese raku
and the ceramic vessels associated with

the tea ceremony. This more natural
style of ceramics is still very relevant
to contemporary Japanese life; but
my work is a long way from it. I don’t
embrace the rustic qualities inherent
in raku. The materials and production
methods I use and the designs I
produce require that I don’t leave
anything to chance – faults, blemishes
and unpredictable glazes mean failure.
In light of this, I wasn’t sure how my
work was going to be received by the
Japanese, in particular my Porcelena
beakers. To the Japanese, my beakers
are highly controlled and possibly even
a bit large and “Western” in proportion.
Their tea is usually served in very small
vessels. I was relieved to see their
reaction – the beakers were quite a hit.
The Architect fruit bowl generated an
equally excellent response but I was
surprised that, although the Japanese
thought it was a beautiful object, they
didn’t immediately understand its
function. Luckily, they are also designed
to hang on the wall as decorative
objects.
Your work combines various
materials – steel, porcelain, glass.
How does material choice inform
your creative process?
Material choice does inform the creative
process. My stainless steel Ogee vases,
first designed in 1997 and produced for
eight years until 2005, were made from
marine-grade sheet stainless steel and

were an elegant and subtle manipulation
of simple flat surfaces, which is all you
can hope to do when working with
sheet metal. Initially the challenge was
to design a range of objects where my
starting point was always a flat plane
but, during my short stint specializing in
sheet metal, I grew to feel very limited
aesthetically and needed to break from
simply manipulating flat surfaces into
curvy objects. During my time working
with sheet metal, I began to use
computer-aided design which presented
new possibilities that needed to be
applied to a more organic medium.
This was the reason for my return to
slipcasting porcelain – my first love
and the one in which I had specialized
ten years earlier. Combining CAD with
cast porcelain opened up new creative
possibilities and allowed me to progress
to a much more organic aesthetic which
I found to be far less limiting. I was
once asked if I’d do a porcelain version
of the Ogee vase, but what would be
the point? The Ogee was designed to
be made from sheet metal; slipcasting
porcelain offers a whole range of its own
unique possibilities.
What qualities do you try to evoke in
your luminaires?
My luminaires, particularly the new ones
(which are still in developmental stages),
exploit the translucency of porcelain in
the form of glowing objects inspired by
natural forms. Light passing through

porcelain can be very moody and
warm; even fluorescent light takes on a
gentle warmth when it passes through
porcelain, which is preferable to its
inherent harshness.
What approach do you take to
finishes, glazes and final details?
Very simply, my focus is form, so my
finishing tends to be black, white or
clear glaze on white porcelain, though
I’m not averse to colour. The black and
white approach was never a conscious
one – I just have a preference for its
simplicity, which never detracts from
the form of the object. At home I am a
compulsive collector of objects and I
tend to adhere to a very neutral colour
palette. This way I can collect more of
the objects I love and the clutter doesn’t
overpower.
Many of your items are functional
– bowls, vases, light fittings,
beakers. How does this practicality
affect how you create?
Though my work is ostensibly functional,
it is also designed to be decorative
and aesthetically pleasing enough to
stay out of the cupboard when not in
use. For me, some items I produce sit
in a grey area – I’m happy for people
just to buy them as objects and for the
purchaser to have no intention of using
them. Mili isn’t really designed to be
used as a bowl, though I know it is often
purchased for this function. I enjoy the

challenge of combining aesthetics with
practicality, but I’m okay with blurring
the boundary between function and
decorative object.
Do you collaborate with other
designers? How does that unfold?
Recently, I collaborated with several
local industrial designers. My skill set
is unusual to the point where my skill
of mould making for ceramics is now
classed as a rare trade. Since working
with local design talent Nick Rennie on
a porcelain carafe and beaker concept
he’d designed, I’ve collaborated
with several designers to help them
realize their concepts. I take the role
of technical adviser but I’ve also been
involved in all stages beyond the design
process, such as prototyping and
production runs of the finished items.
Porcelain is a complicated medium
to work in and, like any material, it’s
important to understand its limitations
as well as its possibilities in order to
design objects effectively. H

PREVIOUS PAGES, TOP LEFT:
Clemence luminaire (2007).
TOP RIGHT: Ostrich egg
pendant light. BOTTOM LEFT:
Mili bowl (2003). BOTTOM RIGHT:
The Architect fruit bowl (2007).
OPPOSITE, TOP LEFT: Museum IV
Horn cap, cow vase. TOP RIGHT
AND BOTTOM LEFT: Moose
bowl (2006). BOTTOM RIGHT:
Gregory Bonasera. THIS PAGE,
TOP LEFT: Porcelena insulated
beverage beaker (2005). BOTTOM
LEFT: Mili bowl (2003). RIGHT:
Museum I, Humerus, cow vase.

www.bonasera.com.au
Photography by Adam Cleave (all other images)
Penelope Durston (portrait), Dianna Snape
(Clemence light), and Daryl Snowdon (ostrich egg
pendant lights). Architect bowl computer rendering
by Gregory Bonasera.
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L i g h t i n g u p d at e
LEFT: Crafted from
bamboo and steel, the
Kris Kros hanging lamp
from Kenneth Cobonpue’s
Hive collection is a modern
take on natural forms.
www.kennethcobonpue.com
BELOW: The Moon Lamp
is crafted from traditional
salago fibre and sturdy
fibreglass. www.kezu.com.au

ABOVE: In-ground uplights from WE-EF highlight dramatic
architectural angles and textures. www.we-ef.com
RIGHT: Mondo Luce’s black rubber Sirius pendant is just
the thing to create a moody atmosphere over a dining table.
www.studioitalia.com.au

light delights

Whether dim or direct, these luminaries
will heighten the ambience of any living space.

ABOVE LEFT: Volker Haug’s Gone Fishing table lamp features a leather-wrapped metal stand and an antique cord with dimmer. www.volkerhaug.com
ABOVE CENTRE: Kristian Aus’s Metal Petal lamp was a winner in the Fringe showcase at the Australian International Furniture Fair. www.autumnproducts.com.au
ABOVE RIGHT: Melbourne designer Jack Papoutsidis dangles brighly hued PVC links in his acrobatic Chaindelier. www.jpdesigns.com.au
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LEFT: Evoking the serenity of a Moorish palace, the jewel-like spheres, ovals and diamonds of
the Alhambra pendant are finished in hand-woven translucent polypropylene. www.kezu.com

ABOVE: The flowers
in Marc Pascal’s
Orchid light are dyed
in myriad shades, then
individually strung on
stainless steel wires.
www.marcpascal.com.au
RIGHT: In designing
the the Plugged
pendant, Broberg and
Ridderstråle emphasized
the elements most
designers try to hide,
like the plug and cord.
www.muuto.com
RIGHT: Parisian design outfit Mat & Jewski’s Lampe
Plume features an aluminium base with feathers
plucked from an aviary of roosters, geese and turkeys.
www.matejewski.com
ABOVE LEFT: Fluorescent green flocked velvet covers the spooky Mary Chandelier by Geoffrey Mance. www.mance.com.au ABOVE RIGHT:
The Schonbeck 19 Light Chandelier is a theatrical addition to a contemporary dining room. www.beaconlightingcommerical.com.au

Each striking piece balances

the practical demands of household illumination with artful design.
FAR LEFT: The reflective
orbs of Tom Dixon’s Mirror
Ball on Stand light are
attached with a clamp
to a stainless steel pole.
www.dedece.com
CENTRE: Artemide’s
Aqua Ell table lamp
channels the sleek and
masculine aesthetic
of the art deco period.
www.artemide.com.au
FAR RIGHT: Light drips
like water from the Falling
suspension lamp, which is
cast from aluminium and
has optical lenses for
even light distribution.
www.tobias-grau.com

ABOVE LEFT: The D40 lamp by Paola Petrobelli is made from hand-blown glass. www.perimeter-editions.com ABOVE CENTRE: Michelle
Donde’s Hera Pendant is handmade in Redfern. www.diffuse.com.au ABOVE RIGHT: The opening at the bottom of the the Satellite Pendant
produces a direct beam for task lighting while diffused light permeates the white opal glass for ambient illumination. www.louispoulsen.com
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